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New York Magazine - 1989-07-24
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing
and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
New York - 1989

are an automatic must-read, so pick up or download a copy as soon as you can’ Crime Fiction Lover/div
The United States Army and Navy Journal and Gazette of the Regular and Volunteer Forces - 1877
McNally's Secret - Lawrence Sanders 1992
Accustomed to helping the high society of Palm Beach cover up its scandals, private investigator Archy
McNally agrees to assist a wealthy matron find a missing block of priceless stamps when the case uncovers
a shocking secret from his own past. Reissue.
The Night the Ghost Got in - James Thurber 1983
Denis De Beaulieu, a French soldier, is made a prisoner by the Sire of De Maletroit, who believes that the
soldier has compromised the Maletroit family honor.
60-Second Brain Teasers Crime Puzzles - Diane Capri 2020-09-15
60-Second Brain Teasers Crime Puzzles tests your crime scene investigation knowledge with 65 criminal
mysteries to solve.
KS1 English - Lucy Loveluck 2015

Palm Beach, Finland - Antti Tuomainen 2018-08-30
DIV***Shortlisted for the CrimeFest Last Laugh Award*** ***Book of the Year in The Times*** Things don't
go entirely to plan when undercover ace detective Jan Nyman is sent to the 'hottest beach in Finland' to
investigate a suspicious death. Fargo meets Baywatch in a mesmerising, poignant dark-comedy thriller by
the King of Helsinki Noir 'A roller-coaster read and extraordinarily poignant' Guardian 'Tuomainen is the
funniest writer in Europe' Marcel Berlins, The Times 'Right up there with the best' TLS
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– Sex, lies and ill-fitting swimwear ... Sun Protection Factor 100 Jan
Nyman, the ace detective of the covert operations unit of the National Central Police, is sent to a sleepy
seaside town to investigate a mysterious death. Nyman arrives in the town dominated by a bizarre holiday
village – the 'hottest beach in Finland'. The suspect: Olivia Koski, who has only recently returned to her old
hometown. The mission: find out what happened, by any means necessary. With a nod to Fargo, and dark
noir, Palm Beach Finland is both a page-turning thriller and a black comedy about lust for money, fleeing
dreams and people struggling at turning points in their lives – chasing their fantasies regardless of reason.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 'Inspired meld of crime and dark comedy ... Colourful characters and
awkward situations, as when Nyman becomes a person of interest to the locals, enhance the zany plot. Tim
Dorsey fans will have fun' Publishers Weekly 'A sort of Fargo in Finland, if you can imagine such a thing'
Crime Reads 'Finnish criminal chucklemeister Tuomainen is channelling Carl Hiaasen in this hilarious novel
set in a bizarre Florida-style beach resort on Finland's chilly shore. There are comically inept dim-crims,
inventive psychos, a hot babe and even a blow-up pink flamingo — which is a lot for ace detective Jan
Nyman to deal with when he arrives, undercover, to investigate a mysterious death' Sunday Times
'Tuomainen's crime comedy is frequently compared to Fargo-era Coen Brothers, but Florida's Carl Hiaasen
is likely a strong influence too ... A full-blooded, off-kilter caper-gone-wrong that also serves as an acerbic
commentary on the crime genre' Irish Times 'A tightly paced Scandinavian thriller with a wicked sense of
humour' Foreword Reviews 'Like Fargo before it, unfortunate events take place and people get in over their
heads ... The off kilter, black comedy tone is perfect for such a far-fetched story, guaranteeing plenty of
spontaneous bouts of laughter' CultureFly 'You'll laugh, you'll cry with laughter, what is there not to like?
Welcome to a classic new holiday resort!' Crime Time'A quirky, smirky, entertaining slice of fabulous ... A
wonderful wave of dark humour rolls through this novel gathering raised eyebrows and snorts'’
LoveReading ‘Antti Tuomainen always steps into the new with each novel and Palm Beach Finland, in this
assured translation by David Hackston, takes a Finnish slice from the comic, crazy, greedy, crime world of
the likes of Get Shorty or Fargo. Where will Tuomainen’s imagination take us next? I don’t know but before
that – read this one. Absolutely recommended’ EuroCrime ‘Tuomainen is one of those authors whose books
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New York Magazine - 1997-09-15
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing
and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Black & Blue - James Patterson 2016-12-06
Is Harriet Blue as great a detective as Lindsay Boxer? Harriet Blue, the most single-minded detective since
Lindsay Boxer, won't rest until she stops a savage killer targeting female university students. But new clues
point to a more chilling predator than she ever could have imagined. BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST
STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All
original content from James Patterson
The Wednesday Wars - Gary D. Schmidt 2007
During the 1967 school year, on Wednesday afternoons when all his classmates go to either Catechism or
Hebrew school, seventh-grader Holling Hoodhood stays in Mrs. Baker's classroom where they read the
plays of William Shakespeare and Holling learns muchof value about the world he lives in.
The Cult of Smart - Fredrik deBoer 2020-08-04
Named one of Vulture’s Top 10 Best Books of 2020! Leftist firebrand Fredrik deBoer exposes the lie at the
heart of our educational system and demands top-to-bottom reform. Everyone agrees that education is the
key to creating a more just and equal world, and that our schools are broken and failing. Proposed reforms
variously target incompetent teachers, corrupt union practices, or outdated curricula, but no one
acknowledges a scientifically-proven fact that we all understand intuitively: Academic potential varies
between individuals, and cannot be dramatically improved. In The Cult of Smart, educator and outspoken
leftist Fredrik deBoer exposes this omission as the central flaw of our entire society, which has created and
perpetuated an unjust class structure based on intellectual ability. Since cognitive talent varies from person
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to person, our education system can never create equal opportunity for all. Instead, it teaches our children
that hierarchy and competition are natural, and that human value should be based on intelligence. These
ideas are counter to everything that the left believes, but until they acknowledge the existence of individual
cognitive differences, progressives remain complicit in keeping the status quo in place. This passionate,
voice-driven manifesto demands that we embrace a new goal for education: equality of outcomes. We must
create a world that has a place for everyone, not just the academically talented. But we’ll never achieve this
dream until the Cult of Smart is destroyed.
The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society - United States. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice 1967
This report of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice -- established
by President Lyndon Johnson on July 23, 1965 -- addresses the causes of crime and delinquency and
recommends how to prevent crime and delinquency and improve law enforcement and the administration of
criminal justice. In developing its findings and recommendations, the Commission held three national
conferences, conducted five national surveys, held hundreds of meetings, and interviewed tens of
thousands of individuals. Separate chapters of this report discuss crime in America, juvenile delinquency,
the police, the courts, corrections, organized crime, narcotics and drug abuse, drunkenness offenses, gun
control, science and technology, and research as an instrument for reform. Significant data were generated
by the Commission's National Survey of Criminal Victims, the first of its kind conducted on such a scope.
The survey found that not only do Americans experience far more crime than they report to the police, but
they talk about crime and the reports of crime engender such fear among citizens that the basic quality of
life of many Americans has eroded. The core conclusion of the Commission, however, is that a significant
reduction in crime can be achieved if the Commission's recommendations (some 200) are implemented. The
recommendations call for a cooperative attack on crime by the Federal Government, the States, the
counties, the cities, civic organizations, religious institutions, business groups, and individual citizens. They
propose basic changes in the operations of police, schools, prosecutors, employment agencies, defenders,
social workers, prisons, housing authorities, and probation and parole officers.
Ask a Mexican - Gustavo Arellano 2007-05-07
From award-winning columnist and favorite talking head Gustavo Arellano, comes this explosive,
irreverent, smart, and hilarious Los Angeles Times bestseller. ¡Ask a Mexican! is a collection of questions
and answers from Gustavo Arellano that explore the clichés of lowriders, busboys, and housekeepers;
drunks and scoundrels; heroes and celebrities; and most important, millions upon millions of law-abiding,
patriotic American citizens and their illegal-immigrant cousins who represent some $600 billion in
economic power. At a strong eighteen percent of the U.S. population, Latinos have become America's
largest minority—and Mexicans make up a large part of that number. Gustavo confronts the bogeymen of
racism, xenophobia, and ignorance prompted by such demographic changes through answering questions
put to him by readers of his ¡Ask a Mexican! column in California's OC Weekly. He challenges readers to
find a more entertaining way to understand Mexican culture that doesn't involve a taco-and-enchilada
combo. From lighter topics like Latin pop and great Mexican food to more serious issues like immigration
and race relations, ¡Ask a Mexican! runs the gamut. Why do Mexicans call white people gringos? Are all
Mexicans Catholic? What's the best tequila? Gustavo answers a wide range of legitimate and illegitimate
questions, in the hopes of making a few readers angry, making most of us laugh, sparking a greater
dialogue, and enhancing cross-cultural understanding.
The 57 Bus - Dashka Slater 2017-10-17
One teenager in a skirt. One teenager with a lighter. One moment that changes both of their lives forever. If
it weren’t for the 57 bus, Sasha and Richard never would have met. Both were high school students from
Oakland, California, one of the most diverse cities in the country, but they inhabited different worlds.
Sasha, a white teen, lived in the middle-class foothills and attended a small private school. Richard, a black
teen, lived in the crime-plagued flatlands and attended a large public one. Each day, their paths overlapped
for a mere eight minutes. But one afternoon on the bus ride home from school, a single reckless act left
Sasha severely burned, and Richard charged with two hate crimes and facing life imprisonment. The 57 Bus
is Dashka Slater's true account of the case that garnered international attention and thrust both teenagers
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into the spotlight.
Now You See Her - James Patterson 2012-08
After building up a successful life in New York and hiding her past, Nina Bloom returns to Florida to
confront the terrible secret that shattered her life eighteen years ago and protect an innocent man who is
framed for murder.
Beach Road - James Patterson 2006-05-01
Dark mysteries come to East Hampton while a struggling lawyer fights to save his friend from being framed
for a triple murder. Montauk lawyer Tom Dunleavy's client list is woefully small-occasional real estate
closings barely keep him in paper clips. So when he is hired to defend a local man accused in a triple
murder in East Hampton, he knows that he has found the case of his lifetime. The crime turns the glittering
playground for the super-rich into a blazing inferno. Dunleavy's client is a local hero, but he knows the case
rests on money, deception, and forbidden desires. His client will be framed-unless he can find the key to the
case. When Dunleavy is joined by his former flame, the savvy and well-connected attorney, Kate Costello, he
believes he has a chance. But payback is a bitch, especially from the rich. The violent retaliations of
billionaires threatened by his investigation exceed anything Dunleavy has ever seen. With the entire
nation's eyes on him in a new Trial of the Century, Dunleavy orchestrates a series of revelations that lead to
a stunning outcome-and the truth is wilder than anything he ever imagined.
The Summer of Letting Go - Gae Polisner 2014-03-25
Summer has begun, the beach is calling . . . . . . but Francesca Schnell is going nowhere. Four years ago,
Francesca’s little brother, Simon, drowned when she should have been watching. Now she is about to turn
sixteen, but guilt keeps her stuck in the past. Meanwhile, her best friend is moving on—with the boy
Francesca secretly wants—and her father may be having an affair. Then Francesca begins babysitting
Frankie Sky, a four-year-old who bears an almost eerie resemblance to Simon. She even wonders if Frankie
could be Simon’s reincarnation. Their surprising friendship helps Francesca think she might begin to
forgive herself, grow up, and even fall in love, whether or not she solves the riddle of Frankie Sky.
“Resonates with real feeling.” —The New York Times Book Review “Haunting, heart-lifting, and impossible
to put down.” —A. S. King, author of Please Ignore Vera Dietz “A beautiful story of heartbreak and hope.”
—Daisy Whitney, author of The Mockingbirds
Death on the Boardwalk - Caleb Wygal 2021-03-30
When death arrives on recently widowed bookstore owner Clark Thomas' backdoor, he gets drawn into the
investigation. What he finds changes his life.
Los Angeles Magazine - 2003-11
Los Angeles magazine is a regional magazine of national stature. Our combination of award-winning feature
writing, investigative reporting, service journalism, and design covers the people, lifestyle, culture,
entertainment, fashion, art and architecture, and news that define Southern California. Started in the
spring of 1961, Los Angeles magazine has been addressing the needs and interests of our region for 48
years. The magazine continues to be the definitive resource for an affluent population that is intensely
interested in a lifestyle that is uniquely Southern Californian.
Live and Let Chai - Bree Baker 2018-07-10
The first book in a delightful new beachside cozy mystery series! Trouble is brewing in Everly's new café.
Can she bag the culprit? Life hasn't been so sweet for Everly Swan over the past couple of years, but now
that she is back in her seaside hometown and the proud owner of a little iced tea shop and café right on the
beach, things are finally starting to look up—until a curmudgeonly customer turns up dead on the
boardwalk. With one of her hallmark glass tea jars lying right next to him and an autopsy that reports
poison in his system, it doesn't look good for Everly or her brand new business. As the townspeople of
Charm, formerly so welcoming and homey, turn their back on Everly, she fights to dig up clues about who
could have had it in for the former town councilman. With a maddeningly handsome detective discouraging
her from uncovering leads and a series of anonymous attacks on Everly and her business, it will take
everything she's got to keep this mystery from boiling over.
One Day You'll Burn - Joseph Schneider 2020-02-04
"A brilliant first novel. Joseph Schneider's contemporary writing evokes some of Hollywood's most classic
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crime stories, from Chinatown to LA Confidential."—Dick Wolf, creator of Law & Order An incredible debut
from up-and-coming author Joseph Schneider. Detective Tully Jarsdel may not be a typical Los Angeles
cop—but he's the only one who can solve this case A body so badly burned that it could be mistaken for a
movie prop... except for the smell. That's not something California law enforcement finds lying on the street
every day. And when Detective Tully Jarsdel is called to the scene, it's clear to him that something about the
placement of the corpse is intentional, even ritualistic. Jarsdel isn't a classic noir detective, but his former
career in academia seems to finally be coming in handy, rather than serving as material for jokes from his
partner, Morales. But nothing Jarsdel learned in school can prepare him for the deep evil behind this case,
which appears to be as hopeless as it is violent. As Jarsdel and Morales attempt to settle their differences
and uncover the motive behind the horrendous crime, they find themselves dragged into the underbelly of a
city notorious for chewing up and spitting out anyone dumb enough to turn their back on survival. One Day
You'll Burn is a shimmering debut that captures the glitz and squalor of Los Angeles while introducing an
unforgettable detective readers will rank among the best in the genre. The first in the LAPD Detective
Jarsdel series, this detective mystery is: For readers who love murder mysteries and police procedurals
Perfect for fans of Michael Connelly and Lawrence Block For fans of the T.V. series Bones and C.S.I
Defining Drug Courts - National Association of Drug Court Professionals. Drug Court Standards
Committee 1997
Alcoholics Anonymous - Alcoholics Anonymous World Services 1986
The basic text for Alcoholics Anonymous.
Righteous - Joe Ide 2017-10-17
In this hotly anticipated follow-up to the smash hit IQ, a New York Times Critics' Best of the Year and
winner of the Anthony, Macavity, and Shamus Awards, Isaiah uncovers a secret behind the death of his
brother, Marcus. For ten years, something has gnawed at Isaiah Quintabe's gut and kept him up nights,
boiling with anger and thoughts of revenge. Ten years ago, when Isaiah was just a boy, his brother was
killed by an unknown assailant. The search for the killer sent Isaiah plunging into despair and nearly
destroyed his life. Even with a flourishing career, a new dog, and near-iconic status as a PI in his
hometown, East Long Beach, he has to begin the hunt again-or lose his mind. A case takes him and his
volatile, dubious sidekick, Dodson, to Vegas, where Chinese gangsters and a terrifying seven-foot loan
shark are stalking a DJ and her screwball boyfriend. If Isaiah doesn't find the two first, they'll be murdered.
Awaiting the outcome is the love of IQ's life: fail, and he'll lose her. Isaiah's quest is fraught with treachery,
menace, and startling twists, and it will lead him to the mastermind behind his brother's death, Isaiah's own
sinister Moriarty. With even more action, suspense, and mind-bending mysteries than Isaiah's first
adventures, Righteous is a rollicking, ingenious thrill ride.
Palm Beach Nasty - Tom Turner 2016-07-14
"Turner's Palm Beach is a blend of desperate criminals, social climbers, merciless billionaires and
surprising heroes," said Publishers Weekly. Burned out by hi-profile murders and his love life splashed all
over Page Six, homicide cop Charlie Crawford heads south and signs on with the Palm Beach P.D. After
months of petty crimes, he's first on scene to find a man hanging from a banyan tree. Prime suspects are a
hedge-fund billionaire with a thing for young girls, a bartender with a sketchy past, and right in the middle
of it, Crawford's girlfriend, a beautiful, conniving gallery owner, ready to do whatever it takes to move up a
bracket or two.
The Last Policeman - Ben H. Winters 2012-07-10
"[The] weird, beautiful, unapologetically apocalyptic Last Policeman trilogy is one of my favorite mystery
series."—John Green, author of The Fault in Our Stars and Paper Towns Winner of the 2013 Edgar® Award
Winner for Best Paperback Original! What’s the point in solving murders if we’re all going to die soon,
anyway? Detective Hank Palace has faced this question ever since asteroid 2011GV1 hovered into view.
There’s no chance left. No hope. Just six precious months until impact. The Last Policeman presents a
fascinating portrait of a pre-apocalyptic United States. The economy spirals downward while crops rot in
the fields. Churches and synagogues are packed. People all over the world are walking off the job—but not
Hank Palace. He’s investigating a death by hanging in a city that sees a dozen suicides every week—except
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this one feels suspicious, and Palace is the only cop who cares. The first in a trilogy, The Last Policeman
offers a mystery set on the brink of an apocalypse. As Palace’s investigation plays out under the shadow of
2011GV1, we’re confronted by hard questions way beyond “whodunit.” What basis does civilization rest
upon? What is life worth? What would any of us do, what would we really do, if our days were numbered?
Ebook contains an excerpt from the anticipated second book in the trilogy, Countdown City.
Grammar Advantage - Eric S. Nelson 2019-06-11
A course text and self-study tool for advanced learners of English for academic purposes.
501 Word Analogy Questions - 2002
Unlike most resources, this handy, portable study aid is not prepared exclusively for the Miller Analogy
Test. Though it can certainly be used for it, this book prepares test takers for any standardized test
containing word analogies, such as: SAT, GRE, GMAT, or LSAT. Often cited as a difficult section for even
the best students, discover the best resource for word analogies practice, and no extras. Test-takers work
with these questions and find out how to score better through practice. All answers are explained,
reinforcing strategies and identifying tricks to figuring out the questions.
Beaches, Bungalows and Burglaries - Tonya Kappes 2018-06-26
Welcome to Normal, Kentucky where nothing is normal. A Campers and Criminal Mystery Series is another
brainchild of USA Today Bestselling Author Tonya Kappes. If you love her quirky southern characters and
small town charm with a mystery to solve, you're going to love her new cozy mystery series! Mae West, a
far cry from the Hollywood actress, has been thrown for a loop. Her plush lifestyle in the big city of New
York comes to a screeching halt after the FBI raids her mansion and arrests her husband, Paul West, for a
Ponzi scheme that rips people out of millions of dollars. Mae finds herself homeless, friendless, and
penniless. All hope isn't lost. . .the only thing Mae got to keep that the government didn't seize is a tourist
camp ground, Happy Trails, in Normal, Kentucky and an RV to live in. One problem, Mae's idea of camping
has room service. By the look of the brochure, Happy Trails has plush Kentucky Bluegrass, a crystal clear
lake, a beach chair with her name on it and thoughts of how much money it could bring her after she sells
it. Mae figures she'll take a couple weeks vacation with her toes dipped in the lake. Things aren't always as
they appear. The Kentucky Bluegrass is nothing but dirt and the crystal clue lake is murky with green slime
on top. Mae quickly find out that Happy Trails and the citizens of Normal were also victims of Paul's
schemes, making her lower than tha lake scum in the residents' eyes. Mae doesn't think things could get
much worse, but as luck would have it, Paul West has escaped from prison and is found dead, murdered,
floating in the Happy Trails mucky green lake. Mae is the number one suspect on Detective Hank Sharp's
short list. After all, Mae has the perfect motive as a kept wife who has been scorned to ashes, embarrassed
to death, and seeking revenge. Time is running out for Mae to prove that she's innocent and nothing like
her husband. If only she could get someone to believe her and talk Detective Sharp into looking at other
residents who've lost all their savings to Paul's Ponzie scheme before the curtain is closed on this
Hollywood namesake.
Mastering the SAT Critical Reading Test - Thomas R. Davenport 2007
Get in shape to tackle the SAT Critical Reading Test with this in-depth workout. It includes an overview,
proven test-taking strategies, and specifics for the SAT vocabulary, plus strategies and practice questions
for the sentence completion and reading comprehension sections. Two practice tests with answers help you
fine-tune your skills. This guide gives you the information and practice you need to improve your score-fast!
Black Enterprise - 2000-06
BLACK ENTERPRISE is the ultimate source for wealth creation for African American professionals,
entrepreneurs and corporate executives. Every month, BLACK ENTERPRISE delivers timely, useful
information on careers, small business and personal finance.
Official SAT Study Guide 2020 Edition - College Board 2019
"Includes 8 real tests and official answer explanations"--Cover.
Los Angeles Magazine - 1999-07
Los Angeles magazine is a regional magazine of national stature. Our combination of award-winning feature
writing, investigative reporting, service journalism, and design covers the people, lifestyle, culture,
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entertainment, fashion, art and architecture, and news that define Southern California. Started in the
spring of 1961, Los Angeles magazine has been addressing the needs and interests of our region for 48
years. The magazine continues to be the definitive resource for an affluent population that is intensely
interested in a lifestyle that is uniquely Southern Californian.
Dover Beach (The Last P.I. Series, Book 1) - Richard Bowker 2012-11-26
In an America broken by a "limited" nuclear war, no one has use for would-be private eye Wally Sands. No
one except for Dr. Charles Winfield, an eccentric scientist who believes he was cloned from a prominent
biochemist as part of a top-secret project undertaken before the war. Sands sets out to find Winfield's
mysterious progenitor, but finds himself on the trail of a killer instead. Now, in far-away, fabled England,
Sands must uncover the facts about the case that has brought him to his promised land, and at the same
time confront the unsettling truth about his world, his life, and his loyalties. A story of love and betrayal, life
and death, the future and the past. A story that will make you laugh, make you cry—and make you think.
AWARDS: Philip K. Dick Award, Finalist REVIEWS: "A wry, ingratiating story." ~Publisher's Weekly "A hard
science fiction, medium-boiled detective story that succeeds in both fields... kept me guessing right up to
the end." ~Aboriginal Science Fiction "Humanist science fiction of a high order." ~Locus THE LAST P.I., in
series order Dover Beach The Distance Beacons Where All The Ladders Start OTHER TITLES by Richard
Bowker Senator Summit Replica Pontiff
Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents - Brent L. Smith 2011-01
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Explores whether sufficient data exists to
examine the temporal and spatial relationships that existed in terrorist group planning, and if so, could
patterns of preparatory conduct be identified? About one-half of the terrorists resided, planned, and
prepared for terrorism relatively close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for 1,205 days
from the first planning meeting to the date of the actual/planned terrorist incident. The planning process
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for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to the terrorist incident. This study examined selected terrorist
groups/incidents in the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides for the potential to identify patterns of conduct
that might lead to intervention prior to the commission of the actual terrorist incidents. Illustrations.
Dialogue of Democracy - 2002
Who's who in Entertainment - 1989
Memory man - 1996
The Cailiffs of Baghdad, Georgia: A Novel - Mary Helen Stefaniak 2011-09-19
A hidden history of the South emerges when a worldly teacher leads Threestep, GA, to reinvent itself,
setting in motion events that lead to triumph and tragedy for the black teenager who happens to be the
smartest person in Piedmont County, Georgia, in 1938–39. As an epigraph from The Souls of Black Folk by
W. E. B. Du Bois reminds us at the start of this novel, "Throughout history, the powers of single black men
flash here and there like falling stars, and die sometimes before the world has rightly gauged their
brightness." Protagonist Theo Boykin is a genius, an artist, an inventor, a Leonardo DaVinci–type, whose
talents are sought after by local blacks and whites alike, but even this is not enough to save him. He falls
victim to "the tragedy of ignorance and the damage caused by fear," in the words of poet Rita Dove—the
first African American to serve as U.S. Poet Laureate and a member of the jury that conferred on The
Cailiffs of Baghdad, Georgia the 2011 Anisfield-Wolf Award for books that "make a significant contribution
to our understanding of racism and our appreciation for the diversity of human cultures." You won't forget
Theo Boykin, nor will you forget his friends the Cailiffs, especially Gladys, who tells this story with love and
bewilderment, and the teacher, Miss Spivey, who changes all their lives.
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